
MANUAL

PARTS

1.

2. 3A

1. base
2. foot pin
3. calf pin  
   (3A with connector or  
   3B hollow to place over footpin)
4. lower body part
5. leg (if both legs are not  
    connected)

Optional components :

6. touch-up kit
7. spring leg

HANDLING & CARE GUIDELINES

- We recommend to (dis)assemble the trouser form on a soft surface to avoid any damage. 

- Please always remove any jewellery before handling a trouser form to avoid scratches. We recommend to use the provided gloves to avoid  

  marking or soiling the trousers.

- Embedded in the box, you will find a touch up kit to repair minor paint damages. Please brush softly the damaged area with sandpaper.   

  Make sure the paint is well shaken before use. We recommend using a long stick to stir the paint at the bottom. Let the paint dry in a  

  warm area. 

- In order to clean the trousers, please use a slightly moistened cloth with detergent that has been diluted with water. Minor soiling can 

  be removed with an eraser. With major soiling through zippers, jewellery, etc., please use the enclosed cleaning sponge which you can also 

  moisten with water.

Thank you for choosing a quality product by Best Mannequins. In order to enjoy the trouser form for a long time,  
please pay attention to our care and handling recommendations. 

3B.

We stay at your disposal for any further assistance you might require.

or

SPRING LEG : Display mannequins with wider leg position are equipped with a spring leg fitting. When putting on trousers, you can 
simply pull the legs closer and no longer need to disassemble the seperate leg.

6.
7.

4.

5.



Check out our assembling video on our website (section videos) : 
https://www.bestmannequins.be/en/videos

ASSEMBLING VIDEO

ASSEMBLING INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 1 :  
Please take off all jewellery. 

STEP 2  :  
Use a cutter knife / scissors to open the straps, box and protection foam bags. Don’t cut too deep to avoid damage on any of the  
components. Take all the parts out of the box one by one and place them on a soft surface.

STEP 3 :  
Install the base on the floor. Screw the foot pin clockwise into the base plate (3A). If you like to put shoes on the trousers,  
use the calf fixation + connector instead of the foot fixation (3B). If the calf pin is hollow, you need to install the footpin first and  
let the calf pin pass over the foot pin (3C). Use the wing screw to tighten the calfpin to the footpin. 

STEP 4 :  
Install the leg part. Place the lower body part in reverse mode (feet up) on a soft surface. Now you can easily connect the seperate leg onto 
the hip part by rotating this with a quarter turn untill it clicks into the hips. Then position the legs on the base and ensure the base is stable. 


